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Introduction
Manufacturers that produce engines powered by internal
combustion (ICEs) are turning to Battery Electric Vehicles
(BEVs) to reach 50-60 percent zero-emissions mandates by
2040. Industry executives, engineers, and facilities managers
affected by worldwide and country-specific initiatives
need informed guidance in the changeover because it is
a complex, expensive switch. Mastering this conversion
in the transportation industry will reap benefits for many,
particularly in transportation known as a high-profile, highoffending segment of the climate change effort. “Greenhouse
gas (GHG) emissions from the transportation sector accounted
for about 27 percent of total U.S. greenhouse gas emissions in
2020, making it the largest contributor of U.S. greenhouse gas
emissions,” according to the U.S. Environmental Protection
Agency EPA. It is believed that much of what is implemented
in the transportation sector will filter down to other ICE-toBEV modifications.

standards of 2013 didn’t prepare manufacturers for these
relatively quick changes. And the research and subsequent
testing required to reach these goals by the deadline means
many manufacturers, from autos to lawnmowers to heavy
mining equipment, need to know what to consider—and
soon.

Many companies have started the transition, but others
want to learn where and how to plug into electrification best
practices in the R&D workflow. Those that have made the
switch are striving to get better at it. They are working to
ensure the testing environment is safe and efficient and that
the end-product is at least “Tesla-cool” to protect and (re)
capture market share.
The worldwide goal for GHG is net zero emissions by 2050,
and some countries are ending the sale of new petroleumpowered vehicles as early as 2025. The EPA emissions

Electrification seems very “twenty-first century,” but history
tells us it’s not new at all!
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Historical Context
It is easy to feel that electric vehicles are brand new…
that Tesla is a trailblazer. But history reminds us that in
its time, the Internal Combustion Engine was its own
groundbreaking technology.

1828
The Hungarian priest
and physicist Ányos
Jedlik invented an early
type of electric motor
and created a small
model car powered by
his new motor

1860
Étienne Lenoir created
the first commercially
successful ICE

1834
The first known electric
locomotive was built
in 1837, in Scotland
by chemist Robert
Davidson of Aberdeen

1888

1971

Carl’s wife Bertha drove
it 102 km (63.38 miles)
with her two sons) to
help garner investment
interest in the vehicle.
The trip took 12 hours
and 57 minutes

Four Lunar Roving
Vehicles with electric
motors were driven on
the moon’s surface

1886
Carl Benz patented a
combustion engine
vehicle in Germany

Executive Summary
Electrification requires a tactical and strategic shift in how
R&D units test new products. These changes affect all phases
of product development constituents across many kinds of
testing areas and methods. For that reason, finding the best
solution does not apply solely to any one group—for example,
equipment designers. The harder, but more successful path,
lies in simultaneously addressing task “chains” testing links
here, there, and everywhere. All those affected—from
the engineers, systems integrators, facility managers, R&D
professionals, and finally (or maybe to begin with) to the
executives faced with the future shock of electrification’s
impact on R&D—will need to figure it out together.
While the automotive industry claims the bulk of attention
on the B2C level (a recent 60-Minutes segment captured
worldwide media attention on electrification for much of
the transportation industry, including air transport), in truth,
B2B audiences in food and beverage, general manufacturing,
energy, laboratory and research environments need to know
the ramifications of switching to electrification. In the time
leading up to the new regimens, friction within and around
the organization is bound to occur. And it will need to be

1901
The first mass-produced
ICE vehicle in the United
States was the Curved
Dash Oldsmobile, using
the basic concept of the
assembly line

2012
Tesla introduces Tesla
Model S

mitigated as surely as the friction within an engine or a motor.
During and after testing phases, stakeholders will have periods
of decision fatigue, more friction, and interim conclusions that
will want further testing. What needs to be considered for a
successful result?
As noted in the ACS White Paper, “Seven Steps that Will
Kill Your Project’s Budget,” sizable projects must start with
full-throttle planning. In keeping with that philosophy, the
switch of protocols in R&D testing from ICE to BEV needs
vigorous thought and preparation because electrification
is not analogous to changing a light bulb. It’s more like
rewiring a building. For companies of any size in any industry,
the planning phase begins with a profound awareness
of the challenges, constraints, and risks (C, C, and Rs) of
the changeover. This paper will concentrate on auto and
commercial transportation because transportation is so
visible and such a large contributor to Green House Gas
(GHG) emissions. Other industries and market segments
facing similar challenges, constraints, and risks will adapt their
R&D testing constructs to their own industries and sectors.
Powertrain, Environmental and Thermal, Noise and Vibration,
and EMC Testing will be discussed below, with a final section
encompassing takeaways and recommendations.
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Powertrain Testing
Here is a relatable industry makeover example. An analytical
emissions bench integrated into the test cell measured the
vehicle’s exhaust. That bench was one of the main systems
involved in powertrain development three years ago. Yet
today, nearly every project includes a battery emulator or
battery cycler in lieu of the emissions bench.
•
Powertrain testing involves exercising the system and
components required to drive a vehicle, including the engine/
motor, cooling systems, transmission, driveshafts, wheels,
and controllers. These components can be tested together as
in a full vehicle, or they can be broken apart with the missing
hardware simulated in software. Ultimately, the setup tries
to mimic real-world use as much as possible in a controlled
environment where different external influences, operating
conditions, and/or component performance can be measured
and evaluated. The fundamental change for an electrified
powertrain involves replacing the engine and fuel system with
an electric motor and battery. At the point where the energy
is converted to torque at the transmission output or wheel
input, the testing looks the same, but the difference in power
flow up to that point changes most of the setup and many of
the observations.
Rather than measuring and controlling fuel consumption,
emissions, and hot exhaust gases with pumps, meters, pipes,
tubes, and injectors, the engineers are looking at battery
chemistry and charge or discharge curves, inverter logic and
efficiency, and motor rotor positioning and temperature
sensing. Many new systems are amping up the challenges,
constraints, and risks for companies and industries of any size
and age.
•

•

Challenges: Both new and legacy OEMs and suppliers
are trying to determine the optimal investment to get
a product to market. New players are trying to obtain
capabilities that seem straightforward—i.e., an electrical
connection only—but they’re not. These capabilities
involve substantial outlays for even basic systems and
perhaps paying for different knowledge to get meaningful
value. Legacy players often must attempt to find space
and power to convert a large operation that isn’t
necessarily bigger but different.
Constraints: While much is similar, electrification
requires a distinctive tool set and expertise complement
to calibrate an engine vs. calibrating an inverter/motor.

This means people, processes, and tools must be found
and/or developed, including the infrastructure that
supports them. Some of the technology is so new that the
machines and equipment are sitting on design tables, and
hirable resources are either sitting in schools or learning
on the job from the electrification frontrunners.
Risks: Risk always raises the stakes. And the risks of
safety, market risk, money, and warranties are high to
begin with. Here’s why:
1. Safety: People could get hurt if proper engineering
and administrative protocols are not created or if
old ones that are no longer valid have remained
unchanged. Heat, radiation, noise, electric shock,
different hand motions, component sizes, and such
can change the physical work environment markedly
and dangerously.
2. Market: Industry players will be too late to market if
development investment isn’t well considered and
phased properly.
3. Money: Money spent on equipment that cannot be
used is wasted, which usually occurs if the project
scope is misunderstood. And the endeavor in its
entirety is poorly researched and underinvested or
overinvested.
4. Warranty: The final product may have significant
field warranty issues if decisions are made based on
data that isn’t gathered properly or isn’t collected at
all.
Powertrain testing for electrification

The biggest risk is
unfamiliarity. While
these systems
may not look
very different on
the outside, they
couldn’t be any
more different in
terms of the test
output data and
information, lab integration, and operator expertise required
when looking inside, under the hood, so to speak. Powertrain
R&D testing in an electrical environment has challenges,
constraints, and risks, many of which can be mitigated by an
awareness based on experience and curiosity. Management
creates the culture that allows the company to prepare
methodically, yet urgently, a powertrain for the mandated
future.
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Environmental and Thermal Testing
Environmental and thermal testing is a specific case or step
of powertrain testing where the test unit is subjected to
controlled and extreme temperature and humidity conditions.
In the past, much of this testing has been done outdoors in
harsh climates with a complete vehicle. But manufacturers,
driven increasingly by shortened development cycles, have
used types of indoor chambers where the test unit can be
exposed to extremes while at their main product development
centers from Arizona to Michigan. While the environmental
test process doesn’t expressly change more than it generally
does from ICE to BEV powertrain testing, the need to test
in this manner has increased. Manufacturers must simulate
ICE-like cold and hot weather operating conditions while using
a more temperature- and moisture-sensitive high-voltage
battery system.
•

Challenges: The size and complexity of the unit to be
tested need to be considered to determine whether
localized or small-scale conditioning will be adequate
or if a full chamber is needed. Test equipment used
in conjunction with thermal testing must be robust to
withstand extreme heat, cold, and moisture conditions
to minimize undesired expansion and its associated
deterioration or damage. To determine insulation and
space requirements, engineers and designers need to
consider customer goals, intended use, and location of
the thermal chamber. Frequency of test setup changes
and the subtleties of the testing set points—including
desired transition times and sequence and magnitude
of the extremes—also present challenges. Without the
benefit of experience, these details can result in the
incorrect chamber system design or in not obtaining
the desired data. Testing requirements are evolving
quickly as batteries and electric motors are being
developed, requiring companies to make a level of
investment now that will also serve their needs in the
future. The organization may need to accept trade-offs
between achieving a perfect simulation and the marginal
cost to get there. Therefore, to complete the project
affordably (and within scope), it is critical to have a clear
understanding—and ideally, experience in navigating—
during the requirements definition phase. The resulting
clarity will define the proper testing which in turn
ensures quality assurance at every point in the process.
Otherwise, the project will be killed before it’s out the
manufacturer’s doors, let alone in the B2C consumer’s

•

•

garage or the B2B’s distribution facility.
Constraints: Increasing the capability and capacity to
test more of the battery cell, module, and pack-related
components and systems may allow that facilities can
be adapted without requiring a complete overhaul. Even
so, from small battery cell chambers to full-size vehicle
spaces, it takes a significant investment to install, operate,
and maintain the growing number of systems. Increasing
test prep time is also a concern as it takes time to cycle
and soak the test units in the varying conditions. In terms
of setup, operation, and troubleshooting from safety,
to instrumentation, to personnel interaction, working
in severe conditions proves more challenging. Support
systems and equipment rated to function in extreme
environments are more expensive (if available in a supplychain-challenged world). The chances of condensation
must be considered carefully for operational safety and
equipment damage prevention.
Risks: Without proper environmental testing and
validation as the industry transitions, those who do not
show equivalent acceptable all-weather operation will
risk losing market share. Whether an organization fails
to perform at the vehicle-user level (where they expect
historical equivalence), or the company fails to generate
data that convinces the higher tier supplier or the OEM,
it only takes a few instances of not meeting expectations
for the wronged B2C or B2B customer to create an uphill
battle for industry acceptance.

Test unit is subjected to
controlled and extreme temperature and humidity conditions
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Semi-anechoic chamber for measuring noise, vibration,
harshness (NVH) and sound quality

Noise and Vibration Testing
While it might not seem at the outset that noise and vibration
testing can be critical factors for a smooth ICE to BEV testing
environment makeover, in fact, they are.
•

•

Challenges: Noise, vibration, and harshness, or NVH for
short, is the measure of how loud something is or how
much it vibrates. Electrification is making NVH more and
more critical as time goes on. With electric motors and
transmissions, the sound of the internal combustion
engine and exhaust go away. This is key as those sounds
reduced or covered up some noises that might have
affected performance in the old ICEs. Now, engineers
have to “listen harder” to detect electric (vehicle) motor
problems.
Constraints: In a fully electric vehicle, focus now shifts to
things like brake noise, aerodynamic noise, and interior
noise. Paying careful attention to interior noise leaves the
vehicle’s operator sensitive to the “highly technical terms”
like buzz squeak rattle, commonly used when a passenger
vehicle goes in for repair. For example, a repairman says,
“What does it sound like, sir?” Customer: “Well, it’s sort
of a buzz or a squeak.” Pause. “No, maybe it’s more like
a rattle. I don’t know how to describe it.” These are real
sounds (the industry uses these exact words!) created by
plastic surfaces rubbing on the dash or center console of
the vehicle. These noises are often generated by vibration
that is imparted during normal driving. In the laboratory
setting, some test facilities focus solely on vehicles’
interior noise qualities. An example based on a recent

•

project is using a shaker to replicate road vibrations
while measuring the noise radiated from small interior
components. Wholistically, this all plays into a larger thing
called sound quality, for which they give Oscars at the
Academy Awards. In the case of automobiles, it is not
the fact that a sound is made. Instead, it is the human
perception of that sound, translated via “You’ll get a
quieter ride” advertising to equate quietness and product
quality. Noise may not impact safety or torque, but it
does affect investors’ perceptions and, ultimately, market
share considerations. NVH is not a “ten” on the safety
scale, but maybe it’s a seven or eight on a market share
scale.
Risks: If left untreated, the noise will be more of an
annoyance to the end user than anything. Bottom line,
electrification uncovers noises that have always existed
but were masked by the power source. On the positive
side, destructive friction masked by ICE engines could
be detected with the proper equipment and eliminated
in the BEV. Meanwhile, consider that a pedestrian using
their mobile phone could get hurt if they don’t hear a
car coming and get hit. The “suing the entity with the
deepest pockets” syndrome says the manufacturer will
take a huge hit. That risk may be monetary and portend
a loss of market share, but those losses pale compared to
the risk of losing a human life. Bump that seven or eight
risk factor back up to nine or ten. And consider putting
some noise back into the electric drivetrain or vehicle.
The advertising jingle would be, “Noisy drives save lives.”
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EMC Testing
Two main factors make EMC testing a uniquely provocative
undertaking: 1) The FCC requires that EMC (Electromechanical
Component) testing must be done on all electrical products. 2)
The entire BEV is an electronic component. So, complying with
the FCC raises the stakes for manufacturers not because the
standards themselves have changed but because the potential
of electromagnetic current being emitted from the vehicle and
electric motor is suddenly multiplied. A detailed discussion of
state-of-the-art EMC designs from In Compliance Magazine is
here, and some of these considerations and ours follow.
•

•

Challenges: More tests on more electrical components
must be done. Plus, new larger EMC testing chambers
must be built at full-vehicle size to test not only each part,
but the sum of the integrated parts. Technology pushes
teams to keep up. The marketplace challenges companies
to be one step ahead. Regulations and compliance for
safety considerations keep everyone on their toes.
Constraints: The two main constraints are space and cost.
First, the full-sized chambers may not fit into existing
facilities. Even if they do, the finished chamber may not
be big enough to take measurements around the vehicle,
which some manufacturers (particularly large OEMs and
those in the aerospace market) have solved by installing
a turntable—at added cost. When it comes to cost, EMC
testing is one of the most expensive aspects of ICE to BEV
transitioning for current manufacturers and presents a

barrier to entry for newcomers. Regulatory compliance
with FCC and ISO standards to integrate the new
measuring and testing facilities within the manufacturing
setting is one thing. But some industries must also reach
out to utilities and environmental agencies surrounding
the plant early in the engineering and planning stages.
Organizations are faced with building bigger testing
chambers, ordering additional and very different
measuring instrumentation as well as incorporating new
safety standards—all with the marketplace, shareholders,
and global initiatives breathing down their necks. Costs
related to time, money, and personnel can mount rapidly,
so outsourcing some of those efforts is often best.
ACS undertook a feasibility study with a concept layout
for EMC testing capabilities to be added to a small engine
manufacturer’s Engine Application Center. At the time of the
planning effort, the client was outsourcing 95% of their EMC
testing. The feasibility study focused on a cost-benefit analysis
to determine if it made financial sense to construct their
own in-house laboratory and conduct these measurements
with their own resources. At the time, the cost-benefit study
showed it did not make sense to proceed forward. Still,
there was a logical case that internal EMC capability would
provide benefits in the future as the product became more
electronically integrated.
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Semi-anechoic chamber used to test electronic devices in agriculture and forestry equipment against
regulatory standards of both radiated and conducted radio frequency (RF) emissions.

EMC Testing
ACS is currently working with a custom equipment
manufacturer on the detailed design and construction of
an EMC chamber to allow in-house testing of up to 80% of
their product line. The planned testing will be in accordance
with ISO13766 for earth moving equipment and ISO14982
for agriculture and forestry. Additionally, this test facility will
follow the CISPR 12, 16, and 25 test standards. The delivery of
this project will include the installation of a large ETS-Lindgren
EMC chamber with test equipment provided by Rohde &
Schwarz. Additionally, an electrically shielded control room
has been included within the scope providing the ability to
conduct bench top tests as required. ACS is responsible for
integrating all facility and testing aspects of the project to
turn-key deliver the functional facility.
•

to magnetic fields. The governing body for that test
can be found in this Guideline issued by the ICNIRP
(International Commission on Non-Ionizing Radiation
Protection) IEC TS 62764-1.
EMC testing must be done to ensure that the source of
electromagnetic energy does not interfere with proper
functioning of the receptor. EMC testing verifies that all
three—the source, the receptor, and the path between
the two—are working correctly. Measurements at each
point must comply with all regulations and codes. The BEV
has changed the rules for everyone, including executives,
engineers, and facilities managers across numerous industries.

Risks: High voltage risk involves protecting humans from
electric shock and magnetic field exposure. The risk in
electrical testing is electric shock for two reasons: 1) For
people who haven’t worked in the electric environment
(ICE workers), they can’t “see” a leak like a smoking ICE.
2) Because they don’t see it, they’re not conditioned
to think about it. Training and safety drills become part
of the added expense relating to ICE-to-BEV testing
transitions. Another risk is in mitigating human exposure
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Takeaways and Recommendations
Electrification requires a tactical and strategic shift in how
R&D departments test new automotive and commercial
vehicles and other products affected. These changes…
•
•
•

•
•
•

Affect all phases of product development across all kinds
of testing.
Will require the same testing mindset as for any new
product: the scientific method prevails.
Require multiple iterations of trial and error that
challenge the design teams and compel patience and
resilience from internal stakeholder groups starting
with the C-suite and winding through design groups,
manufacturing, and facilities managers at a minimum.
Need cooperation and coordination with outside entities
from utilities and governments to vendors and customers.
Heighten the need for conversations surrounding
constraints such as time, money, and energy inputs.
Sensitize everyone to increased safety hazards and
marketplace risk.

ACS spoke of electrification in our February 2022 white paper
“Evolution, Not Revolution.” We know technology changes are
coming all too quickly. However, to embrace electrification
effectively in the speed of change, managers will still need
to create space for good planning and experience-grounded
decision-making. The American Revolution took years to plan
in a time of turmoil and transformation, and look where we
are now—in a very cool country, indeed.
Until we have Star Trek “transporters” where we can instantly
beam ourselves around the Earth or out into the universe, we
are stuck with transferring energy into rolling motion on the
ground, in factories, and trying to keep our planet’s resources
safe as best we can for the next generations. In the future, we
could very well have transporters. Science fiction may become
real, and innovative, collaborative teams will plan, test, and
build motors using energy sources we can’t even imagine in
testing cells that look nothing like today’s.

All of these intensify a general sense of anxiety in the face
of impending global emissions mandates. These are delicate
times. Optimism powers the initiatives. Still, realism should
keep the risks of electrification in check as many industries
are faced with converting energy to motion through batteries
instead of ICEs.
To succeed, executives managing for electrification should:
• Invite experts with robust field experience to ask the right
questions and then recommend tactical and strategic
moves through planning and knowledge.
• Decree a manifesto for change at a pace that
» Moves forward with some speed to meet global
emissions mandates.
» Takes quality assurance testing seriously in terms of
performance, safety, data capture, and certifications.
» Includes relevant departments, not overlooking but
not over-including.
» Works with external partners—utilities, governments,
agencies, and industry overseers—to be a model
soldier in the battle against climate change.
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